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Gulf Racing Fuels Named Official Fuel of the
World Racing League for the 2015 Season
WRL matches Gulf Racing Fuels to its endurance race cars
(HOUSTON, TX and INDIANAPOLIS, IN) December 11, 2014 – Today, from the
27th annual Performance Racing Industry trade show in Indianapolis, Indiana, Gulf
Racing Fuels announced that the World Racing League (WRL), a nationwide, classbased endurance racing series, has selected Gulf Racing Fuels as the official fuel for
its 2015 races. Gulf will provide track-side fuel delivery to all classes of race cars
from Gulf’s line of six racing fuels.
WRL’s 2015 schedule begins with the American Sports Car Challenge at NCM
Motorsports Park in Bowling Green, KY on March 14th. At this race and others
throughout the season, the WRL expects its competitors to appreciate the new and
unique high octane unleaded racing fuels produced by Gulf Racing Fuels, especially
since Gulf Racing Fuels’ MACH unleaded fuels have the highest octane of any
national brand.
WRL President Joey Todd said, “Adding Gulf Racing Fuels’ national brand to our
current sponsors like Hawk Performance and OMP gives our competitors a better
racing experience, and reinforces the fact that they are in a serious and competitive
racing environment. I cannot tell you how much our competitors enjoy working
with our sponsors and placing these well-known names on their race cars. Nowhere
else can racing enthusiasts get such support and recognition.”
About Gulf Racing Fuels

The "legend is back." Gulf Racing Fuels has returned to the track with its new racing
fuels designed for the legendary vintage and historic racing cars as well as the latest
racing and street cars. Gulf Racing Fuels include high octane unleaded and leaded
fuels as well as marine and small engine fuels featuring Isobutanol. All fuels are
distributed nationally by HYPERFUELS based in Houston, Texas.
About the World Racing League
World Racing League (WRL) is a nation-wide, class-based endurance racing series
catering to enthusiasts who appreciate the skill, competition and comradery that
made road racing great. Each weekend is filled with great people doing something
they all share a passion for – low hassle, high adrenaline racing! WRL is focused on
safe, competitive events where experienced drivers in race-prepped production cars
experience all of the challenges and strategy of pro-level endurance racing, but on
real-world budgets. Come see why our racers and fans have dubbed World Racing
League “America’s Best Amateur Endurance Series”!
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